Protecting Earth’s last conservation frontier: scientific, management and legal priorities for MPAs beyond national boundaries
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ABSTRACT

1. Marine areas beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ) comprise most of Earth’s interconnected ocean, hosting complex ecosystems that play key roles in sustaining life and providing important goods and services.

2. Although ABNJ encompass nearly half the planet’s surface, biological diversity found in these areas remains largely unprotected. Mounting pressures generated by the escalation of human activities in ABNJ threaten vital ecosystem services and the fragile web of life that supports them.

3. Marine protected areas (MPAs) are widely acknowledged as an important tool for the conservation of biological diversity. Currently less than 1% of ABNJ are protected, with the vast majority of MPAs located in waters within national jurisdiction.

4. The existing legal framework for protection and sustainable use of ABNJ lacks common goals, principles or standards, multi-sectoral coordination and comprehensive geographic coverage to ensure conservation or good governance grounded in science-based decision-making, transparency, accountability and effective enforcement.

*Correspondence to: Kristina M. Gjerde, IUCN Global Marine and Polar Programme and World Commission on Protected Areas. E-mail: kgjerde@iucn.org
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5. This paper highlights the urgency and importance of protecting the last conservation frontier on Earth. Key lessons for conservation in ABNJ can be learned from regional, cross-boundary and national experiences shared during the high seas governance workshop at the IUCN World Parks Congress in Sydney, Australia in November 2014.

6. The intent of this paper is to inform the deliberations now underway in the United Nations General Assembly to develop a new legally binding international instrument for the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity in ABNJ. It also aims to encourage further initiatives to protect and preserve our last conservation frontier using currently available mechanisms and powers consistent with international law.
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INTRODUCTION

Marine areas beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ), comprising the high seas water column and seabed Area, encompass over 60% of Earth’s global ocean. These regions host complex natural systems that play key roles in sustaining life on the planet and provide vital ecosystem services (Rogers et al., 2014). Marine biological diversity is composed of an intricate web of genes, species and habitats that is critical to maintaining the benefits derived from healthy ecosystems (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005; Cardinale et al., 2012). ABNJ have also played an important role in the cultures of seafaring peoples, who for millennia used high seas marine resources to sustain them both physically and spiritually (Buck, 1938; Malo, 1951).

Mounting pressures generated by the escalation of human activities in ABNJ threaten the existence of these crucial ecosystems and the web of life that supports them. Overfishing and destructive fishing practices, marine and land-based pollution and debris, seabed mining, underwater noise and the consequences of increasing CO2 emissions such as ocean warming, deoxygenation and acidification are some of the documented threats (Rogers and Laffoley, 2011; Van Dover, 2014). The conservation and sustainable use of ABNJ is among the most critical and difficult challenges facing the international community today.

Marine protected areas (MPAs) are widely acknowledged as an important tool for biological diversity conservation (see, for example, Edgar et al., 2008; Howell et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2014). The international community is increasingly calling for the establishment of MPAs covering large portions of the ocean, including in ABNJ. Outcomes of the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) encouraged States to develop ‘MPAs consistent with international law and based on scientific information including representative networks by 2012’ (Johannesburg Plan, 2002). In 2010 the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD, 1992) adopted Aichi Target 11 challenging States to conserve at least 10% of coastal and marine areas through systems of protected areas and other effective conservation measures by 2020 (UNEP, 2010). This goal was endorsed in the outcome document ‘The Future We Want’ (A/RES/66/288), which was agreed in 2012 at the UN Summit on Sustainable Development in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Rio+20) and subsequently adopted by a United Nations (UN) General Assembly resolution (A/RES/67/203).

---

1The ‘high seas’ are defined as ‘all parts of the sea that are not included in the exclusive economic zone, in the territorial sea or in the internal waters of a State, or in the archipelagic waters of an archipelagic State.’ United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) art. 86.

2The Area is defined as ‘the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction’ UNCLOS art. 1(1).

3Ecosystem services include supporting two thirds of the world’s commercially important fisheries during some phase of their life history, regulating the planetary climate, generating nearly 50% of atmospheric oxygen, and providing habitat for untold numbers of marine organisms (UNEP, 2007; Global Ocean Commission, 2014; Laffoley et al., 2014).
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Scientists have long argued that significantly more than 10% of the ocean must be safeguarded to ensure the maintenance of healthy marine ecosystems (Gerber et al., 2003). There is widespread interest among nations to increase the target for ocean areas under protection, most notably to the 30% goal adopted at the 2014 International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) World Parks Congress in the Promise of Sydney outcome document. With less than 1% of ABNJ currently protected (Juffe-Bignoli et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2014), establishing MPAs on the high seas and in the Area will be central to any genuine opportunity to achieve this conservation target. Participants in the Marine Cross-Cutting Theme at the World Parks Congress also called upon States, international organizations, businesses, communities and civil society to:

... urgently increase the ocean area that is effectively and equitably managed in ecologically representative and well-connected systems of MPAs or other effective conservation measures. This network should target protection of both biological diversity and ecosystem services and should include at least 30% of each marine habitat. The ultimate aim is to create a fully sustainable ocean, at least 30% of which has no-extractive activities (IUCN, 2014).

Taking into account the IUCN Promise of Sydney recommendation, the urgent challenge now faced by the international community is how to achieve 30% MPA coverage and protect the ocean in time to achieve ‘The Future We Want.’

Barriers to protecting biological diversity in ABNJ

The current governance regime for ABNJ is an important factor hindering the effective protection of ABNJ including the establishment of MPAs beyond national boundaries. The existing system lacks the common goals, principles or standards, multi-sectoral coordination, geographic coverage and accountability frameworks needed to ensure comprehensive conservation, enforcement or broad stakeholder participation (Gjerde et al., 2008b; Ban et al., 2013a). The present management organizations with authority in ABNJ are each concerned with regulating a specific sector, leading to an institutional landscape that is fragmented and uncoordinated. Some of the organizations incorporate initiatives that relate to the protection of the marine environment, however, the sectoral activities are managed individually and in isolation with limited consideration for their cumulative or synergistic impacts or the need for coordinated, connected and comprehensive conservation (Ban et al., 2013a; Druel and Gjerde, 2014). There are also clear gaps in geographical coverage, as regional agreements and mandates to protect marine biological diversity only cover a small portion of ABNJ (Warner et al., 2013).

The seeds of future MPA networks in ABNJ are formed by existing measures in the Southern Ocean, the north-east Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea (Figure 1), but there is no single global instrument that allows for the coordinated implementation of MPAs in ABNJ (Gjerde and Ruska-Domino, 2012; Reeve et al., 2012; Ban et al., 2013a). This leaves significant gaps and shortfalls in achieving the Promise of Sydney of protecting at least 30% of each marine habitat type.

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was hailed as the constitution for the oceans at the time of its conclusion in 1982 (Koh,

---

4 Ban et al. (2013a) define comprehensive to mean benefiting from management that is ecosystem-based, integrated and systematic, with spatial and non-spatial measures and coordinated science to inform management decisions. Key components and benefits of systematic approaches to conservation planning, compared with sector-specific or ad hoc approaches, include transparency (e.g. defined goals, explicit analyses of data, quantitative objectives), inclusiveness (e.g. engaged stakeholders, consideration of known elements of biological diversity), integration (e.g. complementarity of selected areas and actions, spatial connectivity) and efficiency (e.g. costs to users and implementers are minimized) (Margules and Pressey, 2000; Pressey, 2007; Pressey and Bottrill, 2009; Ban et al., 2013b).
5 Examples include: the International Seabed Authority Areas of Particular Environmental Interest (APEIs); see infra.
6 Examples of management organizations with authority in ABNJ include regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs), the International Whaling Commission (IWC), the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International Seabed Authority (ISA) (Ardron et al., 2014).
7 These measures are the CCAMLR, OSPAR Convention, Noumea Convention and Protocol for Specially Protected Areas and Biological diversity in the Mediterranean Sea.
1982). The opening preamble clearly articulates the driving impetus for UNCLOS as ‘the desire to settle, in a spirit of mutual understanding and cooperation, all issues relating to the law of the sea.’ The preamble also recognizes the importance of ocean conservation with the objective of creating ‘a legal order for the seas and oceans which will [...] promote the equitable and efficient utilization of their resources, the conservation of their living resources, and the study, protection and preservation of the marine environment....’ (UNCLOS, 1982).

When UNCLOS was drafted, however, anthropogenic impacts in ABNJ were not occurring at the alarming levels they have reached today. Access to the deep sea was limited and threats to the marine ecosystem health and biological diversity from climate change and ocean acidification were largely unknown, as was the need for building ocean ecosystem resilience to mitigate adverse effects. Key conservation concepts, principles and tools such as biological diversity, precaution, ecosystem-based approaches and MPAs were not part of the global conservation lexicon until 10 years later with the adoption of Agenda 21 at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and the negotiation of the CBD (Gjerde, 2012). Although UNCLOS appeared comprehensive at the time of its negotiation, important governance gaps and weaknesses have become apparent over the years, especially with regard to the protection of marine biological diversity in ABNJ (Gjerde et al., 2008a; Hart, 2008).

**Toward a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS**

Worldwide, leaders are increasingly recognizing the importance of protecting marine biological diversity in ABNJ. In June 2015 member States of the UN General Assembly (UNGA) formally agreed to develop a legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS for the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity in ABNJ (UNGA, 2015).9 This decision builds on more than a decade of global discussions and debates at the UN, CBD Conferences of the Figure 1. Regional Seas Conventions and Action Plans with and without a mandate for ABNJ protection. (Source: Ban et al., 2013a.)
The overall aim of a new legally-binding instrument is the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, providing an important opportunity to address governance gaps and weaknesses hampering the effective stewardship of nearly two thirds of the ocean. A global mechanism is required for the establishment of effective networks of MPAs and other area-based management tools that are science-based and grounded in key principles such as biological diversity protection, precaution and ecosystem approaches (Ban et al., 2013a). Support for coordinated scientific research and monitoring will be essential to provide the basis for global and regional conservation and management efforts (Gjerde et al., 2008a). A systematic approach to MPA network creation needs to be established and operationalized.11

The next steps for the UNCLOS process include four 10-day Preparatory Committee (PrepCom) meetings to take place in 2016 and 2017. Among other things, the PrepCom negotiations will address the four elements identified in the 2011 ‘package deal’: marine genetic resources, including questions on the sharing of benefits; measures such as area-based management tools including MPAs; environmental impact assessments; and capacity building and the transfer of marine technology.12

By September 2018, the UNGA will decide whether to convene an intergovernmental conference to finalize the treaty text, and if so, a starting date.

REGIONAL, CROSS-BOUNDARY AND NATIONAL CONSERVATION EXPERIENCES RELEVANT TO ABNJ

Fresh opportunities and challenges will arise as the UNGA negotiates a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS and States strive to achieve effective conservation measures in a timely, systematic, coordinated and enforceable manner. Regional, cross-boundary and national conservation experiences shared by participants at the 2014 IUCN World Parks Congress can inform these discussions.

Current regional agreements with mandates in ABNJ

UNCLOS emphasizes the requirement of State cooperation at global and regional levels for the protection and preservation of the marine environment.13 Regional approaches have many acknowledged advantages for conservation: (1) the implementation of customized management for specific marine ecosystems; (2) cooperation in the development of shared scientific knowledge and the trial of innovative management tools; and (3) the ability to advance global standards, at least

---


11Systems of MPAs include areas of ecological or biological significance as well as sites that are representative of species or habitats in a particular biogeographic region. Such sites, according to the CBD design criteria, should also address issues of connectivity, be adequate in size to be viable, and be replicated (CBD Guidance for designing representative networks of MPAs, CBD COP Decision X/20/Annex II)).

12In 2011, within the BBNJ Working Group, a ‘deal’ was brokered primarily between the EU and the G77+China that any process going forward to develop a new instrument would include these four elements (as outlined in the main text) and be considered ‘together and as a whole’. This means that nothing can be considered agreed on one element until agreement could be reached on all the other elements. Together these elements are referred to as ‘the package’ and form the basis for the negotiation of a legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS for the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity in ABNJ.

13States shall cooperate on a global basis and, as appropriate, on a regional basis, directly or through competent international organizations, in formulating and elaborating international rules, standards and recommended practices and procedures consistent with this Convention, for the protection and preservation of the marine environment, taking into account characteristic regional features.’ (UNCLOS art. 197)
with respect to the regional actors willing to be bound by them (Rochette et al., 2014a; see also Rochette et al., 2015b).

Four marine spaces are covered by existing regional agreements with specific mandates in ABNJ: the Mediterranean Sea (Barcelona Convention, 1976), the Southern Ocean (Antarctic Treaty, 1959; CCAMLR, 1980), the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR Convention, 1992) and the South Pacific Region (Noumea Convention, 1986) (Figure 1). Apart from the South Pacific Region, the three other regions have already established MPAs in ABNJ.

The Pelagos Sanctuary for Marine Mammals was created in the Mediterranean Sea, in 1999 by France, Italy and Monaco (Accord Méditerranéen, 1999). The Sanctuary incorporates the territorial waters of the three Parties as well as the adjacent water column outside their national jurisdictions and was recognized as a Specially Protected Area of Mediterranean Importance (SPAMI) in 2001 (Notarbartolo di Sciara et al., 2008). A joint management plan was approved in 2004 and additional steps have been taken to improve the protection of marine mammals in the area (Mangos and Andrè, 2008; Notarbartolo di Sciara, 2009; Mayol et al., 2013).

Contracting Parties to the OSPAR Convention in the North-east Atlantic established a network of six MPAs in ABNJ in 2010 (OSPAR Commission, 2011; see also Molenaar and Elferink, 2009; O’Leary et al., 2012; Freestone et al., 2014). OSPAR adopted a seventh MPA in 2012 (OSPAR Commission, 2013) and have also adopted guidelines for the management of the MPAs (OSPAR Commission, 2012).

The OSPAR Commission has developed a ‘collective arrangement between competent international organizations on cooperation and coordination regarding selected areas in ABNJ’ (Collective Agreement, 2014) to improve cooperation; the Collective Agreement is underpinned by more formal Memoranda of Understanding (Johnson, 2013). Although not a legally binding instrument, this arrangement seeks to foster cooperation in the development and implementation of management measures. Only the OSPAR Commission and the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission have endorsed the Collective Arrangement to date.15

In 2009 the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) adopted scientific guidance to fulfil international commitments to establish a coherent and representative network of MPAs by 2012. That year CCAMLR also established its first MPA on the South Orkney Islands continental shelf (CCAMLR, 2009). A 2011 scientific workshop addressed additional MPA proposals (CCAMLR, 2011a)16 and adopted a general framework for their designation (CCAMLR, 2011b). Despite more than five years of negotiations, the Commission has failed to reach agreement on the designation of two new large MPAs in the Southern Ocean (CCAMLR, 2015). Although the majority of members support the MPAs, a small number of States have raised objections based on conflicting interpretations of the CAMLR Convention’s conservation mandate and allowing for ‘rational use’ of living resources (Jacquet and Brooks, 2015). Further objections have included the duration and scale of the proposed MPAs, as well as a lack of robust research and monitoring plans and available science to support the objectives of the MPAs (Brooks, 2013). As CCAMLR operates by consensus, these proposals have not been approved to date (CCAMLR, 2015). Beyond the existing proposals, two additional large MPAs are also in development for consideration as early as 2016.

It should be noted that the International Seabed Authority (ISA), while a global body, has adopted a regional-scale environmental management plan for the Clarion-Clipperton Fracture Zone in the

---

14Due to the size of the Mediterranean Sea, no point is located more than 200 nm from the closest land or island. ABNJ would therefore disappear if all coastal States established EEZs (Notarbartolo-di-Sciara et al., 2008).

15Although promising, this process has required intensive time and labour commitments, particularly in the global bodies such as the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and International Seabed Authority (ISA) (Freestone et al., 2014). Progress has been slow for many reasons including: (1) some sectoral organizations have yet to integrate biological diversity conservation, precaution or ecosystem-based considerations into their decision-making processes; and (2) some States do not recognize the legitimacy of regional initiatives (Gjerde, 2012).

16Work to develop MPAs within the 11 previously identified priority areas was still encouraged.
The ISA is mandated under UNCLOS to administer ‘on behalf of all humankind’ deep seabed mining (DSM) in ‘the Area’ beyond national jurisdictions (UNCLOS Articles 135, 157(1)). In 2012, the ISA passed its first environmental management plan for the Clarion-Clipperton Zone. This included the designation of a network of nine Areas of Particular Environmental Interest (APEIs), based on scientific recommendations for systems of representative protected areas originating from a 2007 workshop (Lodge et al., 2014). The management plan is to be reviewed in 2016. A new agreement would not necessarily affect this ISA process other than to encourage the ISA to expand its efforts into additional regions of mining interest, and to enhance the ability of Parties to seek complementary protective measures from activities beyond seabed mining.

Emerging regional initiatives

Growing awareness of the need to promote protection is spurring a variety of innovative partnerships and projects in the Sargasso Sea, the South-west Indian Ocean and the South-east Pacific Ocean. Led by the Government of Bermuda, it built upon the work of the Sargasso Sea Alliance, a partnership among the Government of Bermuda, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), scientists and private donors, launched in 2010. Its overarching aims are to promote international recognition of the ecological and biological significance of the Sargasso Sea and to promote protection measures for it using existing international and regional organizations. These include the regulation of fishing impacts through the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) and the North Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO); the regulation of vessel-based pollution and other shipping impacts through the International Maritime Organization (IMO); coordination with the ISA on seabed exploration and mining issues; and coordination with industry associations and scientific organizations (Freestone and Bulger, 2016). There is neither a regional marine environmental agreement for the Sargasso Sea nor a regional fisheries management organization (RFMO) for the bulk of the Sargasso Sea south of the NAFO area other than ICCAT, which only applies to tuna and tuna-like species. (Freestone and Morrison, 2014). In 2012, the Parties to the CBD recognized the Sargasso Sea as an ‘ecologically or biologically significant area’ (EBSA) (UNEP, 2012).

Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean

In the south-west Indian Ocean (SWIO), IUCN is leading a three-year project to explore the conservation and sustainable use of seamount and hydrothermal vent ecosystems in ABNJ. The study focuses on major threats to habitats from

---

17It is also worth noting that in Western Africa, Contracting Parties to the Abidjan Convention (1981) adopted a decision in 2014 requesting the Secretariat to set up a working group to study conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity in ABNJ. Moreover, the Member States of the Permanent Commission for the South Pacific (CPPS) signed the Galapagos Commitment in August 2012 in which they committed to promote coordinated action in the Southeast Pacific ‘regarding their interests in living and non-living resources in ABNJ’.  
18For text see Freestone and Morrison (2014) at pp. 355–362. The government signatories are Bermuda, Azores, Monaco, the UK and the USA. Five international and regional organizations also participated as Observers: OSPAR, ISA, the Inter-American Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Sea Turtles, the Convention on Migratory Species, and IUCN.  
19The Sargasso Sea covers over 4 million km².

20IMO measures might include vessel routing measures, discharge restrictions or even the designation of a Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA) with associated protection measures.

21The regulatory area of NAFO overlaps slightly with Sargasso Sea.

22In 2008, the ninth Conference of the Parties to the CBD adopted seven criteria for the identification of ‘ecologically or biologically significant marine areas’ (EBSAs) in need of protection along with scientific guidance for designing representative networks of MPAs (UNEP, 2008). In 2010, the Tenth Conference of Parties to the CBD launched a series of regional expert workshops to describe areas that meet the EBSA criteria (Dunn et al., 2014). Information on areas described as meeting the EBSA criteria by these workshops and reviewed by subsequent COPs is now available on a dedicated CBD website: https://www.cbd.int/ebsa/
overexploitation, alteration and destruction by deep-sea fishing and mining. The project also seeks ways to draw the attention of coastal countries to ABNJ by using existing legal instruments (Rochette and Wright, 2015).

As part of a five-year programme through the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO) and the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) that is funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF), UNEP’s World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC) is undertaking an initiative to test how existing area-based planning tools could be applied to ABNJ deep-sea conservation and sustainable resource use. The project will draw upon lessons from regional experiences and apply them, as appropriate, to two pilot areas, the Western Indian Ocean and the South-east Pacific Ocean in collaboration with the relevant regional agreements, the Nairobi Convention (1985) and the Permanent Commission for the South Pacific.

Lessons from regional experiences

Regional experiences in the North-east Atlantic, the Southern Ocean and the Sargasso Sea highlight a number of challenges that can be considered in the development of a new UNCLOS legally-binding instrument for ABNJ. First, to address the significant governance gaps in coverage under regional seas organizations in areas such as the Sargasso Sea – and indeed most of the Atlantic Ocean and large parts of the Pacific, Indian and Arctic Oceans (Ban et al., 2013a) – existing sectoral organizations such as the IMO, ISA and RFMOs will need to be motivated to use existing powers and expand their mandates where necessary to adopt area-based management measures specifically to protect biological diversity in ABNJ from activities under their competence. The information gathered in the CBD repository describing locations that meet the EBSA criteria already indicates a broad range of areas that would benefit from additional protection. New or expanded regional seas organizations may be required to fill the geographic gaps.

Second, although several regional bodies have established MPAs outside national boundaries, these are only directly binding on their Contracting Parties. Further support is therefore needed to enable these regional initiatives to gain recognition and endorsement at the global level (Rochette et al., 2014b). Third, a new legally-binding instrument must clarify and elaborate the duty to cooperate enshrined in UNCLOS, for example by supporting conservation measures and governance principles agreed to under the new instrument accompanied by reporting requirements. Fourth, additional financial resources are urgently needed for regional conservation initiatives (Rochette et al., 2015b). Finally, since regional conservation bodies such as OSPAR in the North-east Atlantic generally lack mandates for the regulation of various activities, including fishing, navigation and seabed mining, mechanisms to inspire and impel cooperation among global and regional organizations are essential (Ardron et al., 2014).

Cross-boundary experiences

Experiences in the Costa Rican Thermal Dome and the continental shelf off Portugal illustrate the complexities of coordinating conservation efforts across national boundaries and ABNJ that must also be considered as part of a new legally-binding instrument.

Costa Rican thermal dome

The Costa Rican Thermal Dome is a dynamic marine feature that is located mainly in ABNJ but that also periodically straddles the exclusive economic zones23 (EEZ) of Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala and Mexico (Fiedler, 2002; Kessler, 2006). Currents and wind patterns generate an area of high productivity that sustains a complex food web of economic importance to fisheries such as tuna and squid. Endangered blue whales travel thousands of kilometres to breed and feed in the waters of the Dome, and other species that are important for tourism in nearby coastal areas also forage in the area, including dolphins, billfish and leatherback turtles (Mate and Lagerquist, 1999; Bailey et al., 2008). The remote region is threatened by many factors including impacts from commercial shipping and unregulated fishing, however, the dynamic and

---

23The exclusive economic zone (EEZ) is governed under UNCLOS articles 55–75.
multi-jurisdictional nature of the Dome has made the development and implementation of governance measures particularly difficult.

Portuguese MPAs

In the Atlantic Ocean, Portugal has instituted five MPAs on the continental shelf\(^{24}\) claimed by Portugal beyond the 200 nautical-mile (nm) limit of its EEZ. The MPAs were established in 2007 to protect a hydrothermal vent field and in 2010 to protect four areas of seamounts. Portuguese protection for the seamounts is complemented by MPAs that have been designated by OSPAR for the high seas water column above Portugal’s claimed extended continental shelf. Coordination is politically challenging due to the dual national and international legal and institutional systems involved (Ribeiro, 2014). National measures to protect the sea bed are not necessarily binding on industry activities affecting the high seas water column above. Also any protective measures adopted under OSPAR, NEAFC or the European Union are applicable only to the Contracting Parties or Member States and their nationals. There is an additional complication due to the growing interest in seabed mining and the fact that the rights and obligations regarding potential mining impacts on the high seas water column from activities on the outer continental shelf have not yet been addressed. Furthermore, there is currently no efficient mechanism for monitoring, surveillance and enforcement of management measures.

Lessons from cross-boundary experiences

The Costa Rican Thermal Dome and Portuguese MPA cases underscore the need for the new agreement to enable decision-makers to address the connectivity between biological resources in ABNJ and areas within national jurisdiction. Management systems that embrace an ecosystem approach and ensure consultation and compatibility across boundaries are thus needed to address impacts flowing to and from national waters and the adjacent ABNJ. Mechanisms may also be needed to enhance the participation of coastal States in management of high seas activities that have cross-boundary effects, to enable monitoring and to incentivize States to fulfill their duties under international and regional agreements.

Lessons from national experiences

In addition to regional efforts in ABNJ, the experience gained in establishing and managing large-scale MPAs within national jurisdictions could also inform a new legally-binding instrument for ABNJ. The Big Ocean network is a global system of large MPAs within national jurisdictions created to support best management practices.\(^{25}\) Like potential MPAs in ABNJ, Big Ocean sites include many areas that are geographically remote, with generally a low level of public awareness about their existence. To increase community engagement, Big Ocean management measures include visitor centres, interactive technology, social media, outreach activities and public talks. Similar measures could help to raise the profile of MPAs in ABNJ.

A number of other lessons can be taken from the experiences of the Big Ocean network. Although technology can reduce cost and increase efficiency in the implementation of management plans, capacity building and enhanced access to relevant technologies are necessary to strengthen management capabilities. Also, innovative partnerships and meaningful engagement with a diverse range of stakeholders can allow MPA management to benefit from additional resources, information and technologies for conservation, monitoring and enforcement in remote ocean areas (Big Ocean, 2013).

KEY ELEMENTS FOR A NEW LEGALLY-BINDING INSTRUMENT FOR ABNJ UNDER UNCLOS

Drawing on these regional, cross-boundary and national experiences, some key elements can be identified for a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS to conserve and sustainably manage marine biological diversity in ABNJ.

\(^{24}\)The continental shelf is governed under UNCLOS articles 76–85.

\(^{25}\)The network comprises 14 sites across seven countries, and collectively covers over 7.5 million km\(^2\) of marine ecosystems in the Indo-Pacific.
Scientific priorities

One of the most important scientific priorities for ABNJ is to enhance scientific exploration and understanding. As very little is known about the biology and ecology of the high seas and seabed, research in these areas will undoubtedly lead to new discoveries that can help guide management as well as raise awareness and gain the attention essential to prioritize protection (see for example Census, 2010). Cross-boundary connectivity such as widely migratory species linking coastal regions to ABNJ, daily migrations of species from the deep sea to the surface and free-floating larval stages of many marine species are among the phenomena that will benefit from enhanced scientific understanding. Physical, biological and chemical processes that connect land–sea, sea–air and seafloor–water column interactions also need to be studied (Ban et al., 2014). These may all require regionally and vertically integrated management.

A new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS could provide a mandate to use the best available scientific evidence in biological diversity conservation in ABNJ including for the designation of MPAs. Sound science provides the underpinnings for decisions on vulnerable species, populations, habitats and ecosystems that need to be protected. Scientific data should be standardized, centralized and open-access, and the best available science should be incorporated into the decision-making process, including via online information exchange platforms. A new legally-binding instrument could ensure that provisions on data collection allow for flexibility and appropriate responses to new scientific information as well as to environmental changes.

Management priorities

Various existing criteria and tools for recognizing important marine areas such as the CBD EBSA criteria could be made compatible and incorporated into the decision-making processes.26 Global biogeographic classifications such as the Global Open Ocean and Deep Seabed (GOODS) biogeographic classification (UNESCO, 2009) could be used to assist in the design of ecologically representative MPA systems. Efforts toward a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS could take into account how these and other existing tools might be combined with a management framework to enable comprehensive marine spatial planning in ABNJ (Ardron et al., 2008; Douve, 2008; Gilman et al., 2011).

Mechanisms for implementation and compliance are critical, including strong predictable systems of surveillance and enforcement (Rayfuse and Warner, 2008). A new legally-binding instrument could institute programmes for capacity building, technology transfer and regular reporting and review to monitor progress toward effective protection and sustainable use. Innovative partnerships with the military and industries that have access to the technologies necessary to study or manage remote ocean areas could provide new resources for conservation and monitoring of ABNJ. The use of remote sensing technologies and analytical tools can be helpful for gathering information on activities in remote and not easily accessible areas (Big Ocean, 2013).

Minimum best practice standards for environmental impact assessments (EIAs) and strategic environmental assessments (SEAs) of activities with a potential to affect MPAs (and marine biological diversity more widely) in ABNJ could be articulated and standardized. As effective management of MPAs in ABNJ will require balancing multiple uses with protection and conservation, environmental regulations need to be clear to all stakeholders.

Training at regional and local levels is needed to enable capacity building and technology transfer to strengthen the capabilities of regional organizations (Rochette et al., 2014a). Technological advances offer tools to reduce cost and increase efficiency in the implementation of management plans, and the development and transfer of appropriate technology is crucial to enable efficient and effective management of MPAs in ABNJ (Gjerde et al., 2013; Rochette et al., 2014b).

Public engagement can enhance awareness of the crucial ecosystem services supplied by marine ecosystems in ABNJ. Processes are needed to provide avenues for input from a range of stakeholders including States, international and regional

26Examples of other criteria include ‘vulnerable marine ecosystems’ (VMEs) developed by the UN Fish and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and applied by various RFMOs and PSSAs designated by the IMO.

organizations, environmental NGOs and corporations and industry groups, scientific researchers, as well as civil society as a whole. Experiences in the Atlantic suggest that regional management organizations, NGOs and State ‘champions’ play critical roles in building such partnerships and cultivating broader political will (Druel et al., 2012; O’Leary et al., 2012; Freestone et al., 2014).

One of the most important management priorities is to create opportunities for additional targeted funding and innovative finance mechanisms. Traditional funding sources such as national governments, international institutions like the GEF, and private and institutional donors provide important financial support for marine conservation. To date, however, few of these have focused on biological diversity conservation in ABNJ. Targeted funding and innovative finance mechanisms are needed to help support implementation of MPAs outside national boundaries (Hudson and Glemarec, 2012). Costs could be shared with the beneficiaries of protected areas such as the surrounding fisheries and tourism industries. New approaches may include payment for the ecosystem service benefits of ocean protection, perhaps through mechanisms for taxes, fines and fees from shipping, extractive industries and energy producers (Rogers et al., 2014).

Public–private partnerships to develop ocean infrastructure such as remote sensing platforms that can be used for both industrial and conservation purposes could help bring additional funders and reduce overall funding cost through economies of scale. Establishing a dedicated ocean finance institution to provide loan guarantees and equity and debt instruments as well as to structure transactions and partner new investors might also be required. Where the value of ecosystem services (Costanza et al., 2014) and the availability of specific funding solutions are clearly communicated to key decision-makers, targeted ocean finance could facilitate large-scale MPAs in ABNJ.

Legal priorities

A new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS would greatly benefit from an effective institutional framework to support conservation in ABNJ. The instrument could create a conference of parties (COP) and subsidiary bodies such as a scientific and technical advisory committee that could, among other things, review MPA proposals and EIAs, make recommendations and adopt decisions, as well as monitor compliance and assess progress. TA COP could also address concerns arising from the differences in existing governance regimes such as those for the maritime shipping, seabed mining and high seas fishing industries and help tackle the legal issues that concern coastal States including questions on marine and land-based pollution and pelagic migratory species.

The UNCLOS duty to cooperate may need to be clarified and elaborated upon to promote cooperation and reporting among sectoral bodies, conservation organizations and States. This could include: (1) articulating clear requirements for States parties that are members of key sectoral bodies to advance ABNJ protection; (2) ensuring accountability through improved transparency, reporting and inclusive processes; and (3) elaborating upon the duties to notify, consult and participate in EIAs for activities with a potential to affect biological diversity in ABNJ or the waters of adjacent coastal States.

Clear elaboration of shared conservation and governance principles such as precaution and the ecosystem approach could enhance cooperation at all levels. Precaution has been reiterated in several legal agreements including the CBD and the UN Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (Fish Stocks Agreement, 1995). Under the precautionary principle or approach, the lack of scientific evidence should not defer the adoption of conservation and management measures to prevent environmental degradation (Van Dyke, 2004). Conservation measures could be adopted and applied before activities are authorized in the specific marine area in question as is the case with VMEs. An ecosystem-based management approach is needed to address the full range of impacts of decisions on marine biological diversity in ABNJ. To reflect modern governance principles, decision-making processes should include consultation, public participation, external review and
judicial review (Espoo Convention, 1991; Aarhus Convention, 1998).

There may be a need to encourage and enable existing regional organizations to adopt mandates for conservation in ABNJ as well as to establish new mechanisms for cooperation under a new legally binding instrument where regional bodies are absent or over-stretched. As noted above only a few regional agreements have a legal mandate in ABNJ, leaving most of the areas outside national boundaries without effective institutional coverage.

With respect to the designation and management of MPAs in ABNJ, the COP could be empowered to adopt MPA proposals including conservation objectives, based on the recommendation of a scientific and technical advisory committee. To move beyond the current ad hoc approach to a more systematic framework, recognized scientific experts or bodies could be invited to advise on elements for a representative and well-connected network of MPAs in ABNJ. Upon endorsement of the MPA proposal, some measures could automatically apply, such as special requirements for EIAs. The parties could also opt to adopt conservation measures that would be binding amongst themselves, with a requirement to pursue complementary measures through competent international organizations, where these exist. At the same time, competent international organizations could be invited to adopt management measures to achieve the objectives for which an MPA has been designated, with a time-bound process for review of progress by the COP.

Moving ahead toward a new legally-binding instrument for ABNJ

Discussions on the need for mechanisms to establish and manage MPAs in ABNJ have been continuing for over 40 years (IUCN, 1978; Wild Ocean, 1991; Earle, pers. comm. 2015).27 As stressors escalate, however, it has become clear to many that the current piecemeal approach is failing and that a comprehensive and effective global governance framework is required. This would provide a regulatory structure along with common goals, principles and standards for biological diversity conservation and sustainable use throughout ABNJ in addition to establishing a framework for comprehensive and systematically designed networks of MPAs (Ban et al., 2013a).

CONCLUSION

A comprehensive, integrated approach to biological diversity conservation and sustainable use in ABNJ is urgently needed to counter the increasing adverse effects from anthropogenic activities in marine areas outside national boundaries. There is currently a palpable lack of regulatory measures to address these impacts.

The UN preparatory process for a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS offers a critical and rare opportunity to protect Earth’s last conservation frontier. The establishment of a global, coherent, connected and representative system of MPAs is crucial to affording protection to biological diversity in ABNJ. Together with more focused efforts to integrate biological diversity conservation into sectoral management, MPA networks are also vital to achieving the urgent goal articulated in the Promise of Sydney to create a fully sustainable ocean.

As outlined above, some valuable progress has already been made in protecting biological diversity in ABNJ, however, the effort required to date to achieve such progress has been immense (Freestone et al., 2014). This highlights the need to establish formal measures facilitating, at the very least, better inter-organizational cooperation (Ardron et al., 2014). Regional, cross-boundary and national conservation experiences provide lessons that can inform efforts towards achieving better protection of biological diversity in ABNJ. Drawing on these lessons, the authors have identified key scientific, management and legal elements for a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS to effectively implement MPAs beyond national boundaries:

27The 14th Session of the General Assembly of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (now IUCN) urged nations to designate appropriate areas of the deep sea bed as ecological ‘baseline reference and resource zones’ in which no deepsea mining would be allowed and of a size and shape that will ensure the stability of the zone will be maintained with minimal disruption of the natural state (IUCN, 1978).
Science

- Enhance scientific exploration, research and understanding
- Mandate the use of the best available science

Management

- Integrate existing criteria and tools for recognizing important areas
- Strengthen requirements for monitoring, compliance and enforcement
- Articulate best practice standards for EIAs, SEAs and MSP
- Address technology and capacity needs
- Ensure public engagement
- Create targeted funding and innovative finance mechanisms

Law

- Establish an effective institutional framework
- Enable and expand regional seas organizations
- Clarify and elaborate the UNCLOS duty to cooperate
- Establish clear conservation and governance principles
- Establish a systematic approach to MPA network creation

Urgent action is required to stem the escalating impacts of human activities. Ensuring that these key elements are fostered in a new legally-binding instrument under UNCLOS will help protect Earth’s last conservation frontier. This will include a framework for the establishment of networks of MPAs that are underpinned by requirements for effective, science-based management, precaution and an integrated ecosystem approach. There is also a need to fully exercise existing powers and authorities at both global and regional levels to enhance the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity in ABNJ while the international negotiations proceed.
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